
1.2 KVA Medical Isolation Transformer - 120V AC, 60Hz - (4) 5-15R Duplex Hospital Grade

Outlets - Enclosed
MT-MEX-ISX-120V-1.2KVA-4X5.15R

                    

                    
The Larson Electronics MT-MEX-ISX-120V-1.2KVA-4X5.15R Medical Isolation
Transformer facilitates effective current isolation and power distribution in
hospitals and medical buildings. This system features a 1200VA toroidal
isolation transformer and four, 15-amp 5-15R 125V duplex hospital grade
outlets. Protected by an aluminum enclosure, operators may bring power into
the unit via 10' of hospital-grade cord with a 5-15P NEMA-rated cord cap.
The MT-MEX-ISX-120V-1.2KVA-4X5.15R is a toroidal isolation transformer for medical
use, including in hospitals, labs, dental chairs and patient-monitoring systems.
Compatible with 120V AC 60Hz, the device contains four, 15-amp 5-15R 125V duplex
hospital grade outlets at the output side. This isolation transformer is equipped with a
1200VA transformer and offers 1.4% load regulation. The power distribution unit is
protected by an aluminum enclosure. Protective features include: RFI interference,
inrush current, power surge and on/off circuit breaker.
This hospital-grade transformer provides less than 100uA leakage current, which is a
common standard for medical devices and compliance with applicable NEC regulations.
The compact toroidal design of the transformer ensures low noise and minimal electrical
interference. Suitable for protecting sensitive equipment and medical instruments, the
power distribution unit can be carried around facilities effortlessly due to its light weight.
Wiring: This power transformer comes with 10' of hospital-grade cord and a 15-amp
125V 5-15P NEMA-rated cord cap for connection to common wall outlets.
Mount: The MT-MEX-ISX-120V-1.2KVA-4X5.15R contains padded, bottom-located
corners for standalone applications.
Larson Electronics is a manufacturer and we can build portable power distribution
systems to your specifications. Although we carry several models of portable power
distribution systems in stock, we can deliver custom ordered units almost as quickly as
our prebuilt units. If this model does not meet your needs, please contact us at 1-800-
369-6671 or sales@larsonelectronics.com to discuss your specific requirements.
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